Poster Session I

1. National Coordination Point for Research Data Management in the Netherlands, Ingeborg Verheul

2. Geodata for Swiss Education – Implementation of a national geoportal, Arlette Piguet, Anna Babel, Dirk Engelke, Meda Diana Hotea, Lorenz Hurni, Ionuț Iosifescu Enescu, Patricia Meier, Kalin Müller, Roman Walt

3. Library as university’s data hub – Creating, distributing and using linked data in Helsinki University library, Joonas Kesäniemi

4. PASTEUR4OA: Open Access Policy Alignment Strategies for European Union Research, Friedel Grant, Marina Angelaki, Victoria Tsoukala

5. ELDORADO: On-demand digitization platform service for library consortium to put back to market out-of-commerce works from the shelves of libraries, János Pancza

6. Implementation of the IFIP Digital Library in the HAL open publication repository, Estelle Nivault, Alain Monteil, Laurence Farhi, Laurent Romary

7. Opening Peer Review: openness, transparency and interaction in scholarly communication, Arvid Deppe, Tony Ross-Hellauer, Birgit Schmidt

8. A National Digital Library or Platform as Service? Finna Project from Research Library’s Point of View, Maria Virtanen, Erkki Tolonen

9. Connecting academia with data literacy: The development of three Data Labs at Copenhagen University Library, Christian Ulrich Lauersen, Christian Knudsen

10. Successful Librarian-Academic Research Partnerships, Satu Alakangas, Anne-Wil Harzing
To support and prepare efficient and effective development and performance of research data management policy for scientific research in the Netherlands.

Knowledge sharing & dissemination
Facilitating working groups experts

Facilities & data infrastructure
Legal issues and ownership
Finance
Researcher support
Awareness / Engagement

- Quick scan
- Roadmap
- Website & platform
- Resolved issues | Working groups
- Strategies: regulations | Governance
- Demand driven requirement new services | Service providers

Supported by SURF Innovation Program Sustainable Data. In coordination with the Association of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU-SOV) and Research Data Netherlands (RDNL).
The National Geoportal geodata4edu

**GeoVITE (IKG)**
- Web-based access
- Graphical user interface
- Access to selected part of data
  → Less experienced GIS-users

**HSR-Services for Geodata**
- Client direct access
- Access to complete datasets via Webservices
  → Experienced GIS-users

More information: www.geodata4edu.ch
LIBRARY AS A DATA HUB
CONTEXT FOR DATA

- <custom classification thing>
- <standard classification thing>
- <future classification thing>
- <another research data thing>
- <publication thing>
- <thing for internal use only>
- <externally managed thing>
- <research data thing>
What has PASTEUR4OA achieved?

» Developed and helped align OA policies across Europe
» Europe-wide Knowledge Net created:
  › 33 expert organisations
  › Information flow: National > Regional > European
  › Exchange of ideas, best practices related to OA
» 55 Advocacy resources: guidelines, case studies, flyers…

www.pasteur4oa.eu
A major goal of ELDORADO is to **re-publish out-of-commerce works** in digital format with a **one-stop-shop** user experience through **on-demand** and **collaborative** digitization processes.

New **collaboration** forms with **publishers**

**Copyright clearance** workflows
Implementation of the IFIP Digital Library in the HAL open publication repository

- IFIP legacy DL: migration to HAL Open Archive Repository
- Data Processing Workflow: from Springer metadata format into HAL standard TEI
- IFIP DL legacy: around 30,000 documents
- HAL IFIP DL: 1,887 full text uploaded
- Grobid combined to X2HAL service: a perspective for automatic extraction of metadata from PDF files
Open Peer Review

OPENNESS, TRANSPARENCY and INTERACTION in Scholarly Communication

- Open Review is a vital aspect of open science
- Open Review can reduce bias, elites, wasted effort, fraud
- Open Review can increase accountability, reusability, incentive, quality, speed

Openness in peer review can refer to ...

- Absence of anonymity
  - open identity
- Self-selecting reviewers
  - open participation
- Public processes and reviews
  - open access

Encouraging experimentation ...

- Use OpenAIRE infrastructure to seed experimentation
- Foster new links between repository infrastructure and OPR

Authors: Arvid Deppe, Tony Ross-Hellauer, Birgit Schmidt
Library.finna.fi

+25 Research library views

One-stop service for delivery
- Open source enables unlimited and easy integration of external services

One-stop service for discovery
- All library resources discoverable in same user interface with single search

Finna.fi

+11 million entries

National view of Finna

Discovery
- Single search combines the materials of Finnish libraries, archives and museums.

Delivery
- Service functions for library patrons.
Connecting academia with data literacy

Why is it important and what are libraries role?
Successful Librarian-Academic Research Partnerships

Satu Alakangas, Liaison Librarian (Research)
E: satu.alakangas@unimelb.edu.au  T: @SatuAUS
Anne-Wil Harzing, Professor

- Desirable professional traits
- Challenges of partnership
- Benefits of partnership
  - for the library / librarian
  - for the faculty / department
- Research outputs